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training but of rousing interests and giving standards.
Pupils who are interested in what they are doing, and have
been helped to work as accurately and quickly as possible,
will aim at using their own time to the best of their ability.
Accuracy
Whether we recall accurately or no depends to a great
extent on how we memorize the original experience, but
before proceeding to consider the process of memorizing
it may be as well to face the fact that, far more than most
of us like to acknowledge, emotional bias colours not only
our memorizing but our recall of an incident.
Thus if an experience has been memorized unconsciously,
as by far the greater number are, we only attended to those
details that interested us—the voices and gestures of the
people perhaps, but not their clothes;  and yet because
we tend unconsciously to fill in the gaps in our thought, if
we are sure that the man with the defiant and assertive
voice and gestures was guilty and another observer asserts
that the guilty man was wearing a certain hat, we can
almost be positive we also saw that hat.
Not only do we observe in part only and inaccurately,
but we tend to recall what suits the purpose of our emotional
state at the time.
The reader is not asked to take this statement on trust ;
not only can he consult the references at the end of the
chapter, but he can with great interest, if he will be as
honest as he psychologically can, test this human attitude
on himself and his friends,
Probably, then, exact recall is as inhuman as exact ob-
servation, and except when it is the simplest facts that have
to be recalled we can only help people to realize that fact
and arouse in them the desire to be as accurate as in them
ies.
If the teacher is thinking that this theory of the working
of ttom! has bo bearing on the actual work of * teaching *

